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Laser Ion Source Types
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become the most intensively used ion source of its type,
with over 3000 hours of operation in 2012 alone8. Today
there are many laser ion sources in operation or under
development at a variety of Radioactive Ion Beam (RIB)
facilities worldwide (Figure 1). For each of these facili-
ties, there are specific technical requirements and design
constraints for the implementation of a laser ion source.
The primary considerations are the type of RIB facil-
ity and the location, geometry and environment of the
laser/atom interaction region. These factors, described
below, then give rise to a set of minimum requirements
for the laser system such as pulse energy, repetition rate
and beam quality.

II. IMPLEMENTING LASER IONIZATION AT RIB

FACILITIES

RIB facilities fall into one of three main categories
shown schematically in Figure 2: The thick-target (1)
and thin-target/gas cell (2) Isotope Separator On-Line
(ISOL) facilities, and In-Flight fragment separators (3).
For each of these the combined process of radionuclide
production, extraction from the target, ionization and
isotope separation are di↵erent. The methods are largely
complementary and, combined, they give researchers ac-
cess to over 3000 isotopes.

The ISOL facilities adopt a modular approach for RIB
production9 and the result is a low energy (<60 keV), low
emittance ion beam that is easy to manipulate. Ion beam
production at in-flight facilities is more direct and imme-
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FIG. 2. Methods for radioactive ion beam production for

which a laser ion source can be used. Sketches 1a,b and 2a,b
show the a laser ion source coupled to ISOL production meth-

ods. Sketch 3 shows the fragment separator method com-

bined with a gas catcher. Sketches 1b,2b,3b show the laser

ionization region physically detached from the target unit or

gas cell, thereby enabling active suppression of unwanted ion

contaminants.

diate, relying on the unperturbed forward momentum of
the fragments of a heavy projectile as it interacts with
a thin target. A complex wide acceptance spectrometer,
such as the RIKEN BigRIPS10 is then used to identify
the individual beam components which have a large en-
ergy spread and exist in a variety of charge states.

1a Thick target + hot cavity (HCRILIS)

There are 5 fully operational laser ion sources at
thick target ISOL facilities: IRIS-PNPI 4, RILIS-
ISOLDE/CERN 11, TRILIS-ISAC/TRIUMF ? and
ISTF2-HRIB/ORNL12 and ALIS-ALTO13. At least two
other similar installations are planned or under develop-
ment: GISELE-SPIRAL2/GANIL? and SPES-INFN 14.
All of these follow the Hot Cavity RILIS (HCRILIS)
principle established at the IRIS facility4 with the use of
the high-temperature surface ion source cavity as a laser
interaction region. This is a simple, robust and e↵ective
solution: the atoms are confined inside the narrow tube
whilst they e↵use from the target and transfer line. The
cavity dimensions (typically of 3mm diameter, 30mm
length) are a compromise between ionization e�ciency
and fast atom transport for production of beams of
short-lived isotopes15. If the cavity is illuminated with
the overlapped RILIS laser beams, each atom will ‘see’a
laser pulse, provided that the e↵usion time is longer
than the time between laser pulses. The standard cavity
is a resistively heated tungsten, tantalum or graphite
tube. Resistive heating assists the RILIS process in
two ways: thermionic electron emission from the cavity
walls creates a confining plasma potential for the laser
ions, reducing the likelihood of neutralization by wall
collisions during their drift towards the penetrating field
of the extraction electrode16; the cavity heating voltage
drop (⇡ 2V for an ISOLDE surface ion source) gives
a field gradient inside the tube that pushes the ions
towards the cavity exit17.
The high temperature environment results in a large

thermal velocity distribution of the atoms, and there-
fore significant Doppler broadening of the atomic lines
(>2GHz for A = 200), as well as a non-negligible ther-
mal population of low lying atomic states (at 2200�C
the 826 cm�1, J = 3/2 level of Ga is 55% populated).
These factors influence the choice of ionization scheme,
set a laser line-width requirement (discussed later) and
also limit the achievable resolution in resonance ioniza-
tion spectroscopy experiments. Due to its simplicity, re-
liability and high e�ciency, the HCRILIS approach is the
most commonly used of all laser ion sources but the com-
peting process of surface ionization greatly disturbs the
purity of the resulting ion beam for many isotopes. The
following methods can address this issue by limiting the
production and/or ionization rate of the beam contam-
inants: isotope production using a neutron convertor18;
a cooled quartz transfer line for alkali suppression19; or
use of a low work function cavity material20. The main
drawback of these approaches is that they are not uni-
versally applicable. An alternative is to actively suppress



Purpose
Radioactive ion beam production  
for most ISOLDE experiments

Highly-sensitive laser spectroscopy  
for atomic and nuclear structure physics
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for nuclear physics experiments
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Recent work mostly by in-source resonance 
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Figure 3: Top: Measured (β − γ) radioactivity of the ground (squares), first (bullets)

and second (triangles) isomeric state of 70Cu+ versus laser frequency of the first transition.

Bottom: Time-of-flight resonance curves as a function of cyclotron frequency for the laser

settings marked with arrows (a, b, c, d) in the top figure. (a) shows the isomers resolved

but not separated while (b − d) shows the sequential separation of the isomeric states.

The assignment of the different spin states to ground and isomeric states results from the

ISOLTRAP measurement (see text). The tentative spin values were taken from [7]. The

solid lines are fits of the theoretically expected line shape [11] for two (a) or one (b, c and

d) resonance curves to the data points.
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Producing isotope-pure beams

132Sn



Producing isotope-pure beams
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Thick-target ISOL RILIS options
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Figure 1: Methods for radioactive ion beam production for which a
laser ion source can be used. Sketches 1a,b and 2a,b show the a laser
ion source coupled to ISOL production methods. Sketch 3 shows the
fragment separator method combined with a gas catcher. Sketches
1b,2b,3b show the laser ionization region physically detached from
the target unit or gas cell, thereby enabling active suppression of
unwanted ion contaminants.

the RIKEN BigRIPS [? ] is then used to identify the indi-
vidual beam components which have a large energy spread
and exist in a variety of charge states.

1a Thick target + hot cavity (HCRILIS)

There are 5 fully operational laser ion sources at
thick target ISOL facilities: IRIS-PNPI [4], RILIS-
ISOLDE/CERN [8], TRILIS-ISAC/TRIUMF [9] and
ISTF2-HRIB/ORNL[10] and ALIS-ALTO [? ]. At least
two other similar installations are planned or under
development: GISELE-SPIRAL2/GANIL[? ] and SPES-
INFN [? ]. All of these follow the Hot Cavity RILIS
(HCRILIS) principle established at the IRIS facility[4]
with the use of the high-temperature surface ion source
cavity as a laser interaction region. This is a simple,
robust and e↵ective solution: the atoms are confined
inside the narrow tube whilst they e↵use from the target
and transfer line. The cavity dimensions (typically of

3mm diameter, 30mm length) are a compromise between
ionization e�ciency and fast atom transport for produc-
tion of beams of short-lived isotopes [? ]. If the cavity is
illuminated with the overlapped RILIS laser beams, each
atom will ‘see’a laser pulse, provided that the e↵usion
time is longer than the time between laser pulses. The
standard cavity is a resistively heated tungsten, tantalum
or graphite tube. Resistive heating assists the RILIS
process in two ways: thermionic electron emission from
the cavity walls creates a confining plasma potential for
the laser ions, reducing the likelihood of neutralization by
wall collisions during their drift towards the penetrating
field of the extraction electrode[11]; the cavity heating
voltage drop (⇡ 2V for an ISOLDE surface ion source)
gives a field gradient inside the tube that pushes the ions
towards the cavity exit[12].

The high temperature environment results in a large
thermal velocity distribution of the atoms, and there-
fore significant Doppler broadening of the atomic lines
(>2GHz for A = 200), as well as a non-negligible ther-
mal population of low lying atomic states (at 2200�C the
826 cm�1, J = 3/2 level of Ga is 55% populated). These
factors influence the choice of ionization scheme, set a laser
line-width requirement (discussed later) and also limit the
achievable resolution in resonance ionization spectroscopy
experiments. Due to its simplicity, reliability and high e�-
ciency, the HCRILIS approach is the most commonly used
of all laser ion sources but the competing process of sur-
face ionization greatly disturbs the purity of the resulting
ion beam for many isotopes. The following methods can
address this issue by limiting the production and/or ion-
ization rate of the beam contaminants: isotope production
using a neutron convertor[? ]; a cooled quartz transfer line
for alkali suppression[? ]; or use of a low work function cav-
ity material[? ]. The main drawback of these approaches is
that they are not universally applicable. An alternative is
to actively suppress the surface ion portion of the ion beam
that emerges from the hot cavity by exploiting the pulsed
nature of the laser ion production and using a fast beam
gate to reject the DC surface ionized background before
and after the laser ion bunch arrival at the beam-gate[13].
Since the laser ion bunch width is inversely proportional
to the drift field gradient in the hot cavity, the selectivity
is enhanced if a higher resistance cavity is used. The max-
imum selectivity is achieved if the beam-gate is applied at
the time focus of the ion bunch, this approach, known as
ToFLIS, has been investigated o↵-line by Mishin et al[? ].
The implementation of this system for on-line use is the
subject of ongoing research and development[? ].

3. Gas-catcher ISOL facilities

At thin-target ISOL and projectile fragmentation facil-
ities a gas cell, used to capture nuclear reaction prod-
ucts, can be an e↵ective laser ionization volume. Design
modifications have greatly improved the laser-ion survival
whilst also enabling active suppression of impurities. For

3

‘STANDARD’ RILIS 
Hot Cavity Laser Ion Source

LIST (OR IG-LIS) 
Laser Ion Source Trap  

Ion-Guide Laser Ion Source

VADLIS 
Versatile Arc Discharge 
and Laser Ion Source



Accessible isotopes

Inaccessible: 
Non-metals (high IP or 1st excited state) 
< 210 nm is difficult to generate 
<205 nm absorption in transmissive optics

>600 isotopes have been ionized with RILIS

http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4858015B. A. Marsh, Resonance ionization laser ion sources for on-line isotope separators  



Accessible elements

cern.ch/riliselements

Every element requires 
dedicated atomic 
spectroscopy study to 
determine the optimal 
ionization pathway 

40 elements have so far 
been laser ionized at 
CERN/ISOLDE

cern.ch/riliselements

http://grotrian.nsu.ru/en/Useful 'new' on-line resource:

Quick Info

Mainz Ti:Sapphire Lasers

Author: Tobias Kron

http://cern.ch/riliselements


Ioniza'on	scheme	development	for	Ba,	Ba2+,	Li,	Cr,	Ge	and	Hg	

PhD	work:	
Tom	Day		
Goodacre	



Atomic physics results as a side-effect!
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Measurement of the first ionization potential
of astatine by laser ionization spectroscopy
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P. Van Duppen10, M. Venhart21, Y. Wakabayashi6 & K.D.A. Wendt2

The radioactive element astatine exists only in trace amounts in nature. Its properties can

therefore only be explored by study of the minute quantities of artificially produced isotopes

or by performing theoretical calculations. One of the most important properties influencing

the chemical behaviour is the energy required to remove one electron from the valence shell,

referred to as the ionization potential. Here we use laser spectroscopy to probe the optical

spectrum of astatine near the ionization threshold. The observed series of Rydberg states

enabled the first determination of the ionization potential of the astatine atom, 9.31751(8) eV.

New ab initio calculations are performed to support the experimental result. The measured

value serves as a benchmark for quantum chemistry calculations of the properties of astatine

as well as for the theoretical prediction of the ionization potential of superheavy element 117,

the heaviest homologue of astatine.
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Atomic physics results as a side-effect!





ISOLDE RILIS setup - detailedRILIS	Laser	Setup	(reality)	 ISCOOL	
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GLM	
PISA	

HRS	

CRIS	
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S. Rothe et al. Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research B 376 (2016) 91–96



Dye pump laser

10 kHz (9 ns), 100 W @ 532 nm
TEM 00 
M2 = 1.1 
Circular,  
gaussian  
beam

IS400-2-G 

- Simple operation; better dye laser efficiency and beam quality 
- Easier to transmit the beam to the ion source 
- Objective assessment of degradation of beam quality 
- Better compatibility with commercial dye lasers

The first RILIS DPSS system is now almost 10 years old! 



Compact 60 W 
Ti:Sa pump lasers 

2 lasers in use

1 spare

Smallest footprint on the market for 60 W @ 10 kHz

M2 > 10 (Lower damage risk for Z-resonator TiSa pumping)

tpulse ~ 150 ns (not suitable for dye laser pumping)
1 independent, low-jitter triggered pump laser 

per TiSa facilitates pulse timing synchronization



             Blaze laser for non-resonant ionisation

Independent	laser	for	non	resonant	ionization
3/2	of	RILIS	schemes	benefit

• 40W	at	10	kHz
• 17ns	Pulse
• Low	Jitter
• Gaussian	beam
• Much	better	transmission	 to	source
• can	be	used	for	Dye	and	Ti:Sa pumping

B.	Marsh	et	al.,	CERN-ATS-Note-2013-007	TECH

532-40-HF Beam parameters

07.2012 22

2/3

No longer  

available to buy



Multi-purpose pump laser

• New DPSS laser Innolas Nanio for 
Ti:Sa pumping and other applications
• TEM00 – mode

• 18W outpout @ 10kHz pulse rate, 30ns pulse 
length

• Simpler cooling mechanism à decreased 
risk for chiller failures

• Proposed laser for CERN-MEDICIS (Tender 
underway)

Ti:Sapphire pumping test:
Increased efficiency: 
lasing at <5W pump power

Demonstrated
to be effective
for non-resonant 
ionization

Non-resonant ionization test:

State-of-the-art industrial laser technology for laser ion source applications at ISOL facilities
 Shane Wilkins
Laser ion source development for the CERN-MEDICIS facility Vadim Gadelshin



Independent	laser	for	non	resonant	ionization
3/2	of	RILIS	schemes	benefit

• 40W	at	10	kHz
• 17ns	Pulse
• Low	Jitter
• Gaussian	beam
• Much	better	transmission	 to	source
• can	be	used	for	Dye	and	Ti:Sa pumping

B.	Marsh	et	al.,	CERN-ATS-Note-2013-007	TECH

532-40-HF Beam parameters

07.2012 22

Purchased in 2017/8

Just repaired

Prerequisite for ~3000 h operation / year: 
Laser redundancy / reliability

• New DPSS laser Innolas Nanio for 
Ti:Sa pumping and other applications
• TEM00 – mode

• 18W outpout @ 10kHz pulse rate, 30ns pulse 
length

• Simpler cooling mechanism à decreased 
risk for chiller failures

• Proposed laser for CERN-MEDICIS (Tender 
underway)

Ti:Sapphire pumping test:
Increased efficiency: 
lasing at <5W pump power

Demonstrated
to be effective
for non-resonant 
ionization

Non-resonant ionization test:



New Tisa cavities from Mainz / LARISSA

Improved alignment system 
Smaller footprint 
Easier change between 
fundamental, 2w, dual etalon etc modes

Cavity – Intracavity SHG

Author: Tobias Kron – 2017 | Mainz University 7

Example: Intracavity SHG + Q-Switch (Pockels Cell)
Typical: 10 kHz, 15 W pump, 3 W red, 1-2 W blue

532 nm

Pump

Author: Tobias Kron – 2017 | Mainz University 2

New Ti:sapphire Lasers

Next iteration of Ti:sapphire lasers

• Maximized compatibility to existing laser design

• Design allows usage of Thorlabs VM1/M and
Lioptec mounts

Major design improvements
• Smaller footprint of laser

• Optimized positioning of optical components and allowing very flexible positioning

• Improved, more compact Bifi mount with more travel

• Better IC-SHG setupÆ less etalon effects, higher stability, can be combined with
Pockels cell and dual etalon setup

• Convenient alignment system

• And many, many small improvements (see changelog on last slide)

New addition:  
Closed-loop piezo-actuated  

etalons

Quick Info

Mainz Ti:Sapphire Lasers

Author: Tobias Kron

Dr Tobias Kron 



Grating-TiSa for broad-range atomic spectroscopy

Wavelength [nm]
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P.	Naubereit,	master thesis,	Nov.	2014,	JGU	Mainz

Now capable of scanning in 
narrow-band mode and in the blue 
range (with intra-cavity frequency 
doubling 
Thanks to  
Katerina Chrysalidis and  
Felix Weber

Quick Info

Mainz Ti:Sapphire Lasers

Author: Tobias Kron

Development and applications of tunable solid-state laser techniques for the CERN-ISOLDE-RILIS
 Katerina Chrysalidis - Poster Session 2



Towards ‘high-resolution’ spectroscopy

Pulsed dye amplifier
Injection-seeded Ti:Sapphire laser cavity

RILIS lasers with Fourier-limited Linewidth

Quick Info

Mainz Ti:Sapphire Lasers

Author: Tobias Kron



First	demonstration	of	
Doppler-free	two-photon	

in-source	laser	spectroscopy	
at	ISOLDE-RILIS

EMIS	2018

Katerina	Chrysalidis
CERN,	Johannes	Gutenberg-Universität	Mainz

On	behalf	of	the	RILIS	team

1Engineering Department, CERN, CH-1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland, 
2Institut für Physik, Johannes Gutenberg-Universität, D-55128 Mainz, Germany

3Instituut voor Kern- en Stralingsfysica, KU Leuven, Celestijnenlaan 200D, B-3001 Leuven, Belgium

C. Granados1, K. Chrysalidis1,2, V. Fedosseev1, R. Ferrer3, Y. Kudryavtsev3, B. A. 
Marsh1, S. Sels3, S.G. Wilkins1, P. Van Duppen3, M. Verlinde3. 

5. Integrated dye laser and narrowband 
PDA system
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6. Further measurements and possible 
applications 

Narrowband pulsed dye amplification system for nuclear structure 
studies

2. Pulsed dye amplification (PDA) system

• 532 nm pump pulsed 
@ 1kHz r.r. with pulse 
duration of ~5 ns.

• Seeding diode laser 
power  150 mW @ 
654 nm. 

N:

3. Characterization of the pump pulse
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1. Introduction
The study of nuclear structure, through hyperfine structure (hfs)
measurements, of exotic nuclei has proven to be a powerful and
versatile tool to better understand the nucleus far from stability. This
characterization of the nucleus depends on how well resolved the hfs
is. In order to better resolve the hfs, techniques that both minimize the
broadening mechanisms of the atomic lines and use narrowband
lasers are necessary. From the laser site, narrowband pulsed dye
amplifiers (PDA) have been used for both online and offline studies of
the hfs of different elements. However, certain aspects of the pulsed
dye amplification process can be negatively influenced by the
characteristics of the pump beam, hampering the hfs. For pump beams
possessing a long pulse length, no evidence of, for example, sidebands
[1,2] have been observed. Recently, sidebands were observed in a PDA
system pumped with shorter 5 ns pulses. Here we present the
characterization of a recently developed PDA, some hfs measurements
and possible future applications of the narrowband PDA together with a
new more versatile narrowband PDA under under development.

Cu
Two stages of amplification 

One stage of amplification 

PLIF spectroscopy on Cu atoms

4. In-gas-jet spectroscopy of stable copper
Broadband dye laser @ 654 nm

Narrowband PDA @ 654 nm

Experimental setup

Ag

Measurements with longer pulse lengths will be performed at the 
RILIS laboratory to investigate the origin and possible solution to 
the sidebands.

Possible application of the narrowband PDA are: 
• Two photon spectroscopy of carbon [5].
• Negative ions measurements (see poster # 149).
• Spectroscopy in the Perpendicularly Illuminated Laser Ion 

Source and Trap (PI-LIST) [6].

A combined system that can be changed from broadband dye
laser operation to a narrowband PDA is under commissioning.
This system will allow, with few modification, the development
of ionizations schemes as well as narrowband spectroscopy
[4].
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CL= Cylindrical lens
PB= Pellin Broca crystal
OP= Optical Insulator
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97. An injection-locked Titanium:Sapphire laser system for a high-resolution resonance ionization spectroscopy.
 Dr Mikael Reponen (University of Jyväskylä)

31. Development of new Ti:sapphire based laser sources for selective ionization and spectroscopy applications
 Dr Volker Sonnenschein (University of Nagoya)
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Standard ‘Hot-Cavity’ RILIS

Main issues: 
Surface ionized contaminants 
Doppler broadened line-width

Laser requirements: 
High peak power, therefore short pulse length (<50 ns, 0.1-10 mJ)  
High Rep rate: >10 kHz  (100 μs laser/atom  temporal overlap) 
Laser line width > 5 GHz (> Doppler-broadened atomic line width)

• High efficiency 
• Cavity plasma potential enhances 

ion survival

T ≈ 2100 ℃         
High temperature  
target/transfer line/ion source assembly

Hot cavity  
surface ion source 

= 
laser interaction region 

High intensity driver beam

Thick target

U. Koester et al.   
Nucl. Phys. A 701 (2002) 441!

G. D. Alkhazov et al. 
NIM B69 (1992) 517 
V.N. Fedoseev et al. 
NIM B266 (2008) 4378  

•  Efficient(ioniza,on(schemes(with(a(suitable(spectroscopic(transi,on(is(needed(

•  Flux/Fluence(condi,ons(!(Short(pulse(lasers((5=50ns)(with(~0.1=10mJ/pulse(

•  Duty(cycle(considera,on:((High(repe,,on(rate((>10kHz).(

•  Laser(line=width(for(spectroscopic(transi,on(should(be(less(than(the(Doppler(

broadened(transi,on(line=width((~1=2GHz(for(A(>(150)(
(
•  Hugely(varying(produc,on(rates(0.1/s(!(100pA!(

-  Requires(mul,ple(measurement(approaches(
•  Isobar(suppression(

-  Either(at(the(ion(source(or(at(the(detec,on(setup(

Highly Efficient Ion Source for Surface and Laser Ionization
Dr Maxim Seliverstov (NRC “Kurchatov Institute” PNPI)
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Drawbacks of hot-cavity laser ion sources
• Surface ionised contamination 
      - long standing issue but no universal solution has been found 
• Limited ion capacity (~ 1 uA) 
      - possible issue for EURISOL, ISOL@MYRRHA etc. 
• Not currently suitable for all ISOL targets (liquid)

Note: surface ionised molecules are not shown!

ISOBARS

Surface ionized 210Fr >> laser ionized 210Po 
at A = 210

Highly Efficient Ion Source for Surface and Laser Ionization
Dr Maxim Seliverstov (NRC “Kurchatov Institute” PNPI)
POSTER SESSION 2



Active surface-ion suppression (LIST)
Picture courtesy of  

Sven Richter 
Univ. Mainz

First application of the Laser Ion Source and Trap (LIST)
for on-line experiments at ISOLDE
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a b s t r a c t

The Laser Ion Source and Trap (LIST) provides a new mode of operation for the resonance ionization laser
ion source (RILIS) at ISOLDE/CERN, reducing the amount of surface-ionized isobaric contaminants by up
to four orders of magnitude. After the first successful on-line test at ISOLDE in 2011 the LIST was further
improved in terms of efficiency, selectivity, and reliability through several off-line tests at Mainz Univer-
sity and at ISOLDE. In September 2012, the first on-line physics experiments to use the LIST took place at
ISOLDE. The measurements of the improved LIST indicate more than a twofold increase in efficiency com-
pared to the LIST of the 2011 run. The suppression of surface-ionized francium contaminants has enabled
the first in-source laser spectroscopy of 217Po and 219Po.

! 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Ion beams of high purity are of utmost importance for experi-
ments on exotic and rare isotopes at facilities such as ISOLDE at
CERN [1]. The Resonance Ionization Laser Ion Source (RILIS) is
the most frequently used ion source at ISOLDE because of its un-
ique combination of high efficiency and element selectivity [2,3].
Here, atoms inside the hot cavity of an ISOLDE target unit are ion-
ized by several overlapped laser beams, which are resonantly
tuned to the unique, element-specific series of electron transitions

of an ionization scheme. Together with the laser ionized isotope of
interest, the ion beam also contains isobaric contaminants due to
the process of surface ionization in the hot cavity. This resulting
isotope impurity of the ion beam affects the feasibility of certain
experiments.

To resolve this issue a device known as the Laser Ion Source
Trap (LIST) was developed in a collaboration between Mainz Uni-
versity and CERN [4–7]. The LIST separates the regions of the laser
ionization and the surface ionization through the use of a posi-
tively charged repeller-electrode. It is placed immediately after
the exit aperture of the hot cavity and suppresses all ions that
are created upstream of the electrode. Only neutral atoms may dif-
fuse into the radio-frequency quadrupole (RFQ) ion guide of the
LIST, located just after the repeller electrode, where background
free element-selective laser ionization takes place. The ion guide

0168-583X/$ - see front matter ! 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.nimb.2013.06.039

⇑ Corresponding author at: CERN, CH-1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland. Tel.: +41
764879551.
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In-Source Laser Spectroscopy with the Laser Ion Source and Trap: First Direct Study
of the Ground-State Properties of 217 ;219 Po
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A Laser Ion Source and Trap (LIST) for a thick-target, isotope-separation on-line facility has been
implemented at CERN ISOLDE for the production of pure, laser-ionized, radioactive ion beams. It offers
two modes of operation, either as an ion guide, which performs similarly to the standard ISOLDE
resonance ionization laser ion source (RILIS), or as a more selective ion source, where surface-ionized ions
from the hot ion-source cavity are repelled by an electrode, while laser ionization is done within a radio-
frequency quadrupole ion guide. The first physics application of the LIST enables the suppression of
francium contamination in ion beams of neutron-rich polonium isotopes at ISOLDE by more than 1000
with a reduction in laser-ionization efficiency of only 20. Resonance ionization spectroscopy is performed
directly inside the LIST device, allowing the study of the hyperfine structure and isotope shift of 217Po for
the first time. Nuclear decay spectroscopy of 219Po is performed for the first time, revealing its half-life, α-
to-β-decay branching ratio, and α-particle energy. This experiment demonstrates the applicability of the
LIST at radioactive ion-beam facilities for the production and study of pure beams of exotic isotopes.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevX.5.011018 Subject Areas: Atomic and Molecular Physics,
Nuclear Physics

I. INTRODUCTION

The study of radioactive neutron-rich nuclei in the lead
region, where Z ¼ 82 is a nuclear magic number, is an
experimental challenge. This region is inaccessible by
fusion-evaporation reactions with beams of stable nuclei,
while the cross section for fragmentation and spallation of

heavier nuclei is distributed over a wide range of isotopes,
leaving those of interest hidden by more abundant con-
taminants. A great effort has nonetheless been invested in
recent years to study nuclei far beyond the nuclear magic
number N ¼ 126, due to their importance for the shell
evolution away from nuclear stability, for astronuclear
processes, and for the search for physics beyond the
standard model in octupole-deformed atomic nuclei [1–5].
Because of advances at on-line radioactive ion-beam

facilities [6], such as ISOLDE at CERN [7], these isotopes
are now routinely becoming available from proton-induced
nuclear reactions with 238U. The reaction products are
extracted from the target, ionized, separated in magnetic
fields, and delivered to experiments as low-energy ion
beams (up to 60 keV) of a chosen isotope. This approach is

*Present address: BE Department, CERN, CH-1211 Geneva,
Switzerland.

Published by the American Physical Society under the terms of
the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License. Further distri-
bution of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and
the published article’s title, journal citation, and DOI.
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SI Suppression 
~106

Efficiency loss 
~20-40

On-line results from ISOLDE's Laser Ion Source and Trap LIST
Reinhard Matthias Heinke



High Selectivity RILIS — ToF-LIS

• LIST provides transverse confinement along ‘drift’ region 
• Hot-cavity (ion-guide) and standard LIST mode still available



VADLIS: an alternative to hot-cavity RILIS

Proton beam

Target magnet

Anode 
0-200 V

Target

RILIS lasers  

(directed through 1.5 mm hole)

ANODE exit hole 
∅ = 1.5 mm

So far demonstrated for: 
Ga, Cd, Hg (2015), Ba, Ba+, Sn, Mg (2016), Hg (2017), Mo, Hg (scheduled 2018).

Cathode



VADLIS development



VADLIS modes of operation

�32

Vextraction = 0 V

Vextraction = -100 V

VADIS	modeRILIS	mode
surface	 ions	
from	
cathode	
suppressed

Credit:	Y.	Martinez	Palenzuela

• New	design	with	variable	extaction	voltage	improves	 laser	ion	extraction
• Demonstrated	off-line	with	Ga
• Demonstrated	on-line	with Mg:	factor	3	extraction	efficiency	improvement when	

voltage	was	adjusted!



Mo(CO)6 - Molecular breakup + ionisation 

GND          + 30-60 kV 

M ionization scheme

M (CO)x molecules

          + 30-60 kV 
          + ~10 V pulses

laser-induced 
M (CO)x break-up 

followed by

T < 200 C

2) Dissociation by laser pulse
1) Creation and transport of volatile molecules of refractory metals

3) Resonance ionisation before atom/wall collision

Mo

379	nm

415	nm

532	nm



~picosecond laser for molecular breakup
0-200 kHz (600 fs), 100W @ 515 nm

FX series INNOSLAB laser

75 x peak power increase w.r.t 

our 100 W IS-series laser 

> 20 laser-molecule interactions 

per molecule (in hot cavity)

Test planned for Winter 2018/19

1Engineering Department, CERN, CH-1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland, 
2Institut für Physik, Johannes Gutenberg-Universität, D-55128 Mainz, Germany

S.G. Wilkins1, J. Ballof1, K. Chrysalidis1,2, V. Fedosseev1, C. A. Granados 
Buitrago1, B. A. Marsh1, S. Rothe1

Motivation
• A drawback of thick-target ISOL facilities is the difficulty in

extracting reaction products of non-volatile elements [1].
• One approach is their extraction in the form of a volatile

molecule but this poses the following disadvantages:
• Not compatible with experiments requiring elemental ion

beams.
• Specific activity is spread across multiple molecular

components.
• Reliance on unselective ionization (surface/plasma).

Laser-molecule 
interaction

N:

Possible breakup environments

References

Laser-induced molecular fragmentation at ISOL facilities

• Molecular relaxation
time, !", of the order
of picoseconds.

• Laser pulse width,
!#$%&" , is crucial in
determining type of
interaction with
molecule.

• There are 4 environments in which molecular breakup could be
performed.

• Each environment offers advantages and disadvantages.

Hot-cavity ion source:
• Simple and robust.
• Molecular fragmentation can occur on hot surfaces, leading to

loss of refractory species.
• Laser/molecule overlap is good.
• Atom/molecule survival time: ~100 µS (mass-dependent).
• Small interaction volume – can achieve high photon density.

FEBIAD:
• Flexibility to probe various species with electron impact ionization.
• Can inject various gases and control neutral and ion load.
• Cold transfer line can be used to improve purity.

RFQ cooler buncher:
• Ions can be trapped for much longer times: 10-1000 ms.
• Larger interaction volume – hard to interact with entire

ensemble.
• Attempt fragmentation of ionic molecules in trapping volume.

Custom cold insulator cavity:
• Simple and robust design.
• High ion extraction efficiency.
• Pulsed extraction synchronized with laser pulse timing is possible.
• Molecules can survive in the cold cavity, allowing interaction with

multiple breakup laser pulses.

[1] https://isoyields2.web.cern.ch/
[2] V. Fedosseev et al 2017 J. Phys. G: Nucl. Part. 
Phys. 44 084006

Nanosecond laser pulses:
• Produced by current RILIS

lasers [2].
• Peak power: ~ 1-100 kW.
• !" ≪ !#$%&"
• Single-photon processes

dominate.
• Single-photon molecular

fragmentation requires UV
wavelength – power limited
to ≤1 W.

• Picosecond laser pulses:
• Intermediate instantaneous photon density.
• !#$%&" ≈ !"
• Molecules sometimes relax between absorption of photons.
• Can cause molecular rearrangement and fragmentation.
• Could provide a ‘sweetspot’ for molecular breakup.
• Can be used with current infrastructure (compared to fs laser).

Femtosecond laser pulses:
• Used commonly in fields of imaging/spectroscopy.
• Peak power: 1- 100 MW.
• Requires specialist optics (to prevent pulse broadening).
• !#$%&" ≪ !"
• Multi-photon processes dominate.
• However, non-fragmented molecular ionization can take

place.
• (Subsequent fragmentation of ionized molecule can also

occur).

A B

A B

A B
+

A B
+

Proposed tests at Offline 1
Loan of picosecond laser:
• Model: HyperRapid NX 532-25 
• Wavelength/power: 532 nm, 25 W
• Pulse width/repetition rate: 25 ps, 200 kHz - 1 MHz.
• Peak power: 5 MW.

Near future:
• Use a VADIS at Offline 1 with ‘dirty’ target and/or gas leaks to

produce lots of molecules.
• Perform mass scans with and without picosecond laser beam 

focused into ion source.
• Identify species (if any) that fragment from picosecond laser.
• Optimize any observed fragmentation process.
• Estimate efficiency.

Long shutdown 2:
• Testing in RFQ cooler buncher at Offline 2.
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Revisiting to the 40-year old mercury story
Voz.UMz 39, NUMszR 4 PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS 25 JU1,v 1977
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It is remarkable that just in this exotic corner of
the chart of nuclei, experimental data from both
sources are available and can hence be related
for the first time as shown below.
The transition probability is given by"

W(EO)) g
= Qp

with Ro = 1.2A"' fm and Q(Z, Er) tabulated by Hag-
er and Seltzer. '~ As in Ref. 16 and the work of
Dickmann and Dietrich, "we may write the two
physical 0' wave functions as mixtures of the
pure oblate and prolate solutions:

Pprol + lob& an Py b4pro$

From Eq. (5) it follows immediately that

(5)

&r'&g) = (~' —b')(r'&.b),p, .&
+~b (&r'& —&r'&.b&) ~

b = 0.085(15), (8)

which is a quite accurate determination of such a
small mixing parameter, provided that the as-
sumption of a negligible contribution of (r'&,b& p„1
to the EO transition is justified.
The extension of these measurements down to

'"Hg might be made feasible by improving exper-
imental details. It could thus be determined
whether the shape staggering extends further,
and where the nuclear shape becomes stabilized
finally.
The authors are indebted to the members of

the ISOLDE Group at CERN for their continuous
support and hospitality. One of us (C.D.) was
supported by a research grant from the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization. This work was
sponsored by the Bundesministerium fur For-
schung und Technologie and the Deutsche For-

With neglect of terms in b', the difference (r') „1
-(r&,» can be read from Fig. 2 as 0.5(z'~ '"
+A, ' ~'")—A.

"+". The nondiagonal matrix ele-
ment (r&,» p„, is expected to be small because of
the large difference in shape. This is just the
usual argument for shape isomerism. Kith
(r'&ob, p„, =0 we obtain

p =0.9(1)b. (7)

The experimental value for p is O.OV'oo,", (Ref. 14).
Inserted into Eq. (7) it yields
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The isotope shifts of ' Hg, ' Hg, and ' Hg in the 2537-A line have been measured by
use of a tunable dye laser at the on-line mass separator ISOLDE at CERN. The results
are 6p(88Hg- Hg) =35.8(2) GHz. 6p(8 Hg- Hg) =39.4(2) 6Hz. and 6v(8 Hg- 0 Hg)
=43.1(2) GHz. These data combined with those obtained by P-radiation-detected optical
pumping (8-RADOP) on the odd Hg isotopes yield a huge odd-even staggering for 's'Hg of
y=(2gp 5 )/gp ~ =13(1)which has to be interpreted as nuclear shape staggering.

A sharp onset of nuclear deformation of
6(p') '" '"= 0.054(5) has been discovered between
'"Hg and '"Hg by measurements of the isotope
shift (IS) 6v with the P-RADOP (P-radiation-de-
tected optical pumping) technique. ' ' Hartree-
Fock' and Strutinski calculations' ' have inter-
preted this finding as transition from a slightly
deformed oblate shape (A ) 187) to a strongly de-
formed prolate shape (A- 186). y spectroscopy
of 188Hg 8, 9 186Hg 10 12 and 184Hg 13& 14 has yielded
evidence for a coexistence and crossing of two
bands in these nuclei, one built on an almost
spherical shape and one on a strongly deformed
shape. The ground states have been found to be-
long to the vibrational band. Thus a strong odd-
even staggering of the nuclear shape occurs in
the light Hg isotopes. Recently, this staggering
could be explained theoretically. " " However,
a quantitative interpretation of the shape transi-
tion and of the shape staggering calls for a mod-
el-independent measurement of these effects by
one and the same observable, e.g. , by the change

of the nuclear charge radius 5(r') as determined
by IS experiments. Since RADOP fails in the
case of I =0 isotopes, purely optical techniques
have to be used. Recently, an experiment on
"'Hg was reported which made use of a tunable
dye laser in order to measure 5v in the 6s''S0-
6s6p'P„A. =2537 A transition. " The same tech-
nique has now been extended to the lighter even-
even isotopes '"Hg, '"Hg and '~Hg.
The experimental setup will be recalled very

briefly (for details see Ref. 17). The dye laser
is pumped by a 400-kW pulsed nitrogen laser.
Laser light in the ultraviolet is generated by fre-
quency doubling in an ammonium dihydrogen phos-
phate crystal. The laser beam passes a reso-
nance cell, which is periodically filled with the
isotope under investigation. Isotopically pure
samples are obtained by the ISOLDE II facility, "
an isotope separator on line with the 600-MeV
synchrocyclotron at CERN. The intensities of the
mass-separated ion beam, as obtained in the ac-
tual experiment, are given in Table I.
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In rare cases, the removal of a single proton (Z) or neutron 
(N) from an atomic nucleus leads to a dramatic shape change. 
These instances are crucial for understanding the components 
of the nuclear interactions that drive deformation. The mer-
cury isotopes (Z!= !80) are a striking example1,2: their close 
neighbours, the lead isotopes (Z!= !82), are spherical and 
steadily shrink with decreasing N. The even-mass (A!= !N!+ !Z) 
mercury isotopes follow this trend. The odd-mass mercury 
isotopes 181,183,185Hg, however, exhibit noticeably larger charge 
radii. Due to the experimental difficulties of probing extremely 
neutron-deficient systems, and the computational complexity 
of modelling such heavy nuclides, the microscopic origin of 
this unique shape staggering has remained unclear. Here, by 
applying resonance ionization spectroscopy, mass spectrom-
etry and nuclear spectroscopy as far as 177Hg, we determine 
181Hg as the shape-staggering endpoint. By combining our 
experimental measurements with Monte Carlo shell model 
calculations, we conclude that this phenomenon results from 
the interplay between monopole and quadrupole interactions 
driving a quantum phase transition, for which we identify the 
participating orbitals. Although shape staggering in the mer-
cury isotopes is a unique and localized feature in the nuclear 
chart, it nicely illustrates the concurrence of single-particle 
and collective degrees of freedom at play in atomic nuclei.

Atomic .

m
nuclei, comprising protons and neutrons, exhibit a rich 

array of quantum phenomena. These complex many-body systems 
obey the Pauli exclusion principle which dictates a nucleonic shell-
like structure, akin to Bohr’s model of electrons in an atom. In the 
vicinity of closed shells, at the magic numbers of Z,N=  8, 20, 28, 
50, 82 and N =  126, the nuclear wavefunction is dominated by the 
last few particles (or holes) and excitations thereof. In contrast to 

Q1

this single-particle nature, collective behaviour appears away from 
the closed shells, as increased nucleon–nucleon correlations drive 
the minimum-energy configuration of the nucleus to deformation. 
Consequently, the ground states of most isotopes in the nuclear 
chart are non-spherical. Most commonly they are prolate (rugby-
ball) shaped, although different shapes, corresponding to alterna-
tive nucleon configurations, can coexist within the same nucleus3,4. 
It remains a challenge to pin down the full picture of the underlying 
microscopic origin of this phenomenon..

m

.

m

.

m

.

m

Optical spectroscopy is able to measure subtle shifts in the 
energy of the atomic electron levels, arising from changes in the 
charge distribution of the nucleus5. Along the isotopic chain of a 
given element, this effect is known as the isotope shift. From this, 
the change in mean-square charge radius, δ〈 r2〉 , can be extracted in 
a nuclear-model-independent way. Similarly, the hyperfine splitting 
of the electronic levels gives direct access to the nuclear properties: 
spin (I), magnetic dipole (μ) and electric quadrupole (Q) moments. 
Such measurements are therefore a sensitive and direct probe of the 
valence particle configuration and changes in nuclear size or defor-
mation as a result of the addition or removal, and consequential 
redistribution, of nucleons.

The radioactive isotopes in the lead region have been the sub-
ject of a variety of optical spectroscopy studies for several decades. 
An intensified interest in this region was sparked by the study of 
the mercury isotopic chain, in which a sudden and unprecedented 
increase in charge radius was observed for 185Hg, 183Hg and 181Hg 
(refs.1,2). For the heavier mercury isotopes the changes in charge 
radii mirror those of lead6: steadily shrinking with decreasing N. 
This seminal discovery of shape staggering between odd and even 
neutron-deficient mercury isotopes is unparalleled elsewhere in the 
nuclear chart and was key to establishing the idea of shape coexis-

Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5
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